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Abstract
The paper analyzes one of the most common life insurance products - the so-called
participariflg (or with pro@) policy. This type of contract stands in contrast to UnitLinked (UL) products in that interest is credited to the policy periodically according to
some mechanism which smoothes past returns on the life insurance company’s (LIC)
assets. As is the case for UL products, the participating policies are typically equipped
with an interest rate guarantee and possibly also an option to surmnder (sell-back) the
policy to the LIC before maturity.
The paper shows that the typical participating policy can be decomposed into a risk free
bond element, a bonus option, and a surrender option. A dynamic model is constructed
in which these elements can be valued separately using contingent claims analysis. The
impact of various bonus policies and various levels of the guaranteed interest rate is
analyzed numerically. We find that values of participating policies are highly sensitive
to the bonus policy, that surrender options can be quite valuable, and that LIC solvency
can be quickly jeopardized if earning opportunities deteriorate in a situation where bonus
reserves are low and promised returns are high.

JEL ClassificationCodes:G13, G22,and G23.

Subject/InsuranceBrancheCodes:IMlO and IEOl.

Keywords: Participating Life Insurance Policies, embedded options, contingent claims valuation, bonus Policy, surrender.
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1 Introduction
Embedded options pervade the wide range of products offered by pension funds and life
insurance companies. Interest rate guarantees, bonus distribution schemes, and surrender
possibilities are common examples of implicit option elements in standard type policies issued
in the United States, Europe, as well as in Japan. Such issued guaranteesand written options
are liabilities to the issuer. They represent a value and constitute a potential hazard to company
solvency and these contract elements should therefore ideally be properly valued and reported
separately on the liability side of the balance sheet. But historically this has not been done,
to which there are a number of possible explanations. Firstly, it is likely that some companies
have failed to realize that their policies in fact comprised multiple components, some of which
were shorted options. Secondly, it seems fair to speculate that other companies have simply
not cared. The options embedded in their policies may have appeared so far out of the
money,in particularat the timeof issuance,
that companyactuaries
haveconsidered
the costs
associated
with properassessment
of their otherwiseneglegiblevalue to far outweighany
benefits.Thirdly, thelack of analyticaltoolsfor the valuationof theseparticularobligations
may haveplayeda part. Whateverthe reason,we now know that the negligence
turnedout
to be catastrophic
for somecompanies,
andas a resultshareholders
and policyownershave
suffered.Jn the UnitedStates,a largenumberof companies
havebeenunableto meettheir
obligations
andhavesimplydefaulted(seee.g.Briys anddeVarenne(1997)andthereferences
cited thereinfor details),whereas
in e.g. the UnitedKingdomandDenmark,companies
have
startedcuttingtheir bonuses
in orderto ensuresurvival.
The maintriggerfor theseunfortunateeventsis found on the other sideof the balance
sheetwherelife insurance
companies
haveexperienced
significantlylower ratesof returnon
their assets
than in the 1970sand 1980s.The lower assetreturnsin combinationwith the
reluctanceof insurance
andpensioncompanies
to adjusttheir interestrateguarantees
on new
policiesaccordingto prevailingmarketconditionshave resultedin a dramaticnarrowingof
thesafetymarginbetweenthecompanies’
earningpowerandthelevelof thepromised
returns.
Stateddifferently,the issuedinterestrate guarantees
have movedfrom beingfar out of the
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money to being very much

in he

money,

and many companies have experienced solvency

problems as a result. The reality of this threat has most recently been illustrated in Japan
where Nissan Mutual life insurance group collapsed as the company failed to meet interest
rate guarantees of 4.7% p.a.t Nissan Mutual’s uncovered liabilities were estimated to amount
to $ 2.56 billion, so in this case policyholders’ options indeed expired in the money without
the company being able to fulfil its obligations.
Partly as a result of Nissan Mutual Life’s collapse, Japaneselife insurance companies
have been ordered to reduce the interest rate guarantee from 4.5% to 2.5% p.a. In Europe,
the EU authorities have also responded to the threat of insolvency from return guarantees.
Specifically, Article 18 of the Third EU Life Insurance Directive, which was effective as of
November 10, 1992, requires that interest rate guarantees do not exceed 60% of the rate of
return on government debt (of unspecified maturity). In relation to this, Table 1 shows the
prevalent maximum level of interest rate guarantees as of October 1998 for Japan and the EU
member countries. In several of these countries, the maximum guaranteed interest rate has
decreased during recent years and further cuts are likely to be seen.2

Table 1
Countries
Maximum rate
Japan
2.50%
Denmark and Italy
3.00%
Luxembourg
3.50%
France
3.75%
Austria, Germany, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, and Sweden
4.00%
Beleium
4.75%

As a consequenceof the problems outlined above, insurance companies have experienced an
increased focus on their risk managementpolicy from regulatory authorities, academics, and
the financial press. In particular the shortcomings of traditional deterministic actuarial pricing
‘The Financial Zimes, June 2, 1997.
“From personal canmunication
with members of the Insurance Committee of Group
ciations
d’Actuaires
des Pays des CommunourGs
Eumpt?eennes (sic!).
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principles when it comes to the valuation of option elements are surfacing. Recent years have
also revealed an increasing interest in applying financial pricing techniques to the fair valuation
of insurance liabilities, see for example Babbel and Merrill (1999) Boyle and Hardy (1997).
and Vanderhoof and Altman (1998).3
In the literature dealing with the valuation of and to some extent also the reserving for
insurance liabilities, several types of contracts and associated guarantees and option elements
are recognized. Some of the contracts considered contain option elements of European type,
meaningthat the option(s)can be exercisedonly at maturity. This contrastsAmerican type
contractswherethe embedded
option(s)can be exercisedat any timeduringthe life of the
contract.Anotherimportantdistinctionmustbemadebetweenunit-linkedcontracts4
andcontractswhereinterestis creditedaccordingto somesmoothing
surplusdistributionmechanism.
The latter type is generallyknown as participating

contractsand the interestrate crediting

mechanism
appliedis oftenreferredto asa portfolio average method or an average interest
principle.

Finally, in relationto guarantees
it is importantto distinguishbetweenmaturity

guarantees
andinterestrateguarantees
(rateof returnguarantees).
A maturityguaranteeis a
promiseto repayat leastsomeabsoluteamountat maturity(75% of the initial deposit,say)
whereas
an interestrateguarantee
promises
to credittheaccountbalancewith someminimum
returneverypet+~I.~
Whileparticipatingpoliciesareby far themostimportantin termsof marketsize,thelarger
partof thepreviousliteraturein thisareahasbeenanalyzingunit-linkedcontractswith interest
rateor maturityguarantees
of the Europeantype (Boyle andSchwartz(1977) Brennanand
Schwartz(1976),BrennanandSchwartz(1979),BaccinelloandOrtu (1993a),Nielsenand
‘The concern about traditional deterministic actuarial pricing principles and in particular the principle of
equivalence is not entirely new. In the United Kingdom, the valuation of mahm’ry gr4aranree.s (as opposed to
the inreresr rare guoranrees studied in the present paper) was a concern twenty years ago when tire Institute of
Actuaries commissioned the Report of the Maturity Guarantees Working Party (1980), in which the valuation
of maturity guarantees in life insurance was studied (see also the discussion in Boyle and Hardy (1997)). It
was recognized that a guarantee has a cost and that explicit payment for these guarantees is necessary. For an
interesting view and a discussion of actuarial vs. financial pricing, the reader is referred to Embrechts (1996).
4A policy is unit-linked (equity-linked)
if the interest rate credited to the customer’s account is linked directly
and without lags to the return on some reference (equity) portfolio
the unit.
‘Maturity guarantees and interest rate guarantees are obviously equivalent for single period contracts. However, in a multiple period setting where the interest rate guarantee is on the current account balance and interest is
credited according to the principle that “what has once been given, can never be taken away” there is a significant
difference between these two types of guarantees.
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Sandmann(1995) and Boyle and Hardy (1997)). Some notableexceptions to this are the works
by Brennan (1993), Briys and de Varenne (1997) Miltersen and Persson (1998), and Grosen
and Jorgensen (1997). Inspired by classic UK with profits policies, Brennan (1993) discusses
the efficiency costs of the reversionary bonus mechanism applied to these contracts. In their
analysis of the valuation and duration of life insurance liabilities, Briys and de Varenne(1997)
explicitly introduce a patiicipation level in addition to the guaranteedinterest rate attachedto
policies. However, the model is essentially a single period model where distinctions between
interest rate and maturity guarantees and between guaranteesof European and American type
become less interesting. Miltersen and Persson (1998) present another interesting model in
which contracts with an interest rate guarantee and a claim on excess returns can be valued.
To model a kind of participation, the authors introduce a bonus account to which a part of
the return on assets is distributed in ‘good’ years and from which funds can be withdrawn
and used to fulfil the interest rate guarantee in poor years. The drawbacks of this model are
that no averaging or smoothing is built into the distribution mechanism, and that the bonus
account, if positive at maturity, is paid out in full to policyholders. This is a somewhat
unrealistic assumption. Also the American type surrender option is not considered
in this
model.In GrosenandJorgensen
(1997),arbitrage-free
pricesof unit-linkedcontractswith an
earlyexercisable
(American)interestrateguarantee
areobtained
by theapplicationof American
optionpricingtheory.Theyalsopoint out that thevalueof theoptionto exerciseprematurely
is preciselythe value of the the surrenderoption implicitin manylife insurancecontracts.
The numericalwork in GrosenandJorgensen
(1997)demonstrates
that thisparticularoption
elementmay havesignificantvalue andhencethat it mustnot be overlookedwhenthe risk
characteristics
of liabilitiesare analyzedand reservingdecisionsare made. However,the
contractsconsidered
in their paperareunit-linkedandbonusmechanisms
arenot considered.
The presentpaperattemptsto fill a gapin the existingliteratureby extendingthe analysis
in GrosenandJorgensen
(1997)from unit-linkedcontractsto traditionalparticipatingpolicies,
i.e. to contractsin which somesurplusdistributionmechanism
is employedeachperiodto
creditinterestat or abovethe guaranteed
rate. Theobjectiveis thusto specifya modelwhich
encompasses
thecommoncharacteristics
of life insurance
contractsdiscussed
aboveandwhich
-226-

can be used for valuation and risk analysis in relation to these particular liabilities. Our work
towards this goal will meet a chain of distinct challenges: First, asset returns must be credibly
modeled. In this respect we take a completely non-controversial approach and adopt the widely
used framework of Black and Scholes (1973). Second, and more importantly, a realistic model
for bonus distribution must be specified in a way that integrates the interest rate guarantee. This
is where our main contributions lie. The third challenge is primarily of technical nature and
concerns the arbitrage-free valuation of the highly path-dependentcontract pay-offs resulting
from applying the particular bonus distribution mechanismsuggested to customer accounts. We
will carefully take interest rate guarantees as well as possible surrender options into account
and during the course of the analysis we also briefly touch upon the associated problem
of reserving for the liabilities. Finally, we provide a variety of illustrative examples. The
numerical section of the paper also contains some insights into the effective implementation
of numerical algorithms for solving the model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the products which will be analyzed
and presents the basic modelling framework. In particular, the bonus policy and the dynamics
of assets and liabilities are discussed. In section 3 we present the methodology applied for
contract valuation, we demonstrate how contract values can be conveniently decomposed into
their basic elements, and computational aspects are addressed. Numerical results are presented
in section 4, and section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 The Model
In this section we provide a more detailed description of the life insurance contracts and
pension plan products which we will analyze. Furthermore, we introduce the basic model to
be used in the analysis and valuation of these contracts - especially the valuation of various
embeddedoption elements.
The basic framework is as follows. Agents are assumed to operate in a continuous time
frictionless economy with a perfect financial market, so that tax effects, transaction costs,
divisibility, liquidity, and short-sales constraints and other imperfections can be ignored. As
regards the specific contracts, we also ignore the effects of expense charges, lapses and mortality.6
At time zero (the beginning of year one) the policyholder

makesa single-sum
deposit,

VO, with the insurance compar~y.~
He therebyacquiresa policy or a contractof nominal

value POwhich we will treatas a financialasset,or moreprecisely,asa contingentclaim.
in general,we will treat Paasbeingexogenous
whereas
the fair valueof thecontract,I&, is
to be determined.VO maybe smalleror largerthan PO depending
on the contractualtermsparticularlythe variousoptionelements.The policy maturesafter T years whenthe account
is settledby a singlepaymentfrom the insurance
companyto the policyholder.However,in
somecasesto be further discussed
below,we will allow the policy to be terminatedat the
policyholder’sdiscretionprior to time T.
At the inceptionof the contract,the insurancecompanyinveststhe tmstedfundsin the
financialmarketandcommitsto creditingintereston the policy’saccountbalanceaccording
to somepay-outscheme
linkedto eachyear’smarketreturnuntil thecontractexpires.Wewill
discussthetermsfor the marketinvestmentandtheexactnatureof thisinterest rate crediting
’ Since we ignore the insurance aspects mentioned and focus entirely on financial risks, the reader may also

simply
thinkof theproducts
analyzed
asa specific
formof guaranteed invemnent contracts (GICs). In general,
GlCs intheirvarious
forms
have
been
asignificant
investment
vehicle
forpension
plans
overthelast20 years. In
theearly199Os,
confideace
inGlCs wasseriously
shaken
bythefinancial
troubles
of some
insurance
companies
thatwereaffected
bydefaults
ofjunkbonds
theypurchased
inthe1980s and poor m&gage loan results. GlCs do
notgenerally
enjoythestatus
of ‘insurance’,
andtherefore
theyarenotentitled
tostate
guarantee
fundcoverage
in the event of defaults, (Black and Skipper (1994). p. 814-815.)
‘The extension to periodic premiums is straightforward,
but omitted owing to space considerations.
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mechanism in more detail shortly. For now we merely note that the interest rate credited to
the policy in year t, i.e. from time t - 1 to time t, is denoted rp(t) and is guaranteed never
to fall below ro, the constant, positive, and contractually specified guaranteed annual policy
interest rate. Both rates are compounded annually.
The positive difference between the policy interest rate credited in year t and the guaranteed
rate is denoted the bonus interest rate,

Tg(t),

and we obviously have

TB(t)= T)(t) - ‘?.c:
2 0, v t.

(1)

The final interest rate to be introduced is the economy’s (continuously compounded) riskless
rate of interest. We denote it by

T

and assume that it is a constant.*

It is obvious that the interest rate crediting mechanism, i.e. the policy for the determination of each year’s rp(.) (or equivalently rg(‘)), is of vital importance for the value of the
policyholder’s claim. We now turn to the discussion and our modelling of this key issue.

2.1 Bonus Policy and the Dynamics of Assets and Liabilities
Our modelling of the insurance company’s bonus policy will use the.following simplified time
t balance sheet as its point of departure:

Some comments on Figure 1 are in order. Firstly, note that we use A(t) to denote the time t
market value of the assets backing the contract (the asset base). The liability side comprises
*It is possible and straightforward to include stochastic interest rates in our setting. However, in the interest
of simplicity and since we are mainly concerned with studying other effects than those created by a stochastically
changing term structure of interest rates, we refrain from making this extension.
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two entries: P(t) is the policyholder’s account balance or, briefly, the policy reserve, whereas
B(t) is the bonusreserve.Actuariesalsooften denoteB(t) simplyasthe buffer. Although
addedup, thesetwo entitiesequalthe marketvalueof the assets,
individuallythey are not
marketvalues. The policy reserve,P(t), is rathera book value,whereasB(t) is a hybrid
beingresiduallydetermined
as a differencebetweena marketvalueanda bookvalue. This
constructionis appliedout of a wishto modelactualinsurance
companybehaviorratherthan
in anattemptto describefhe ideal way. Furthermore,
weemphasize
thatsincewehavechosen
to focusonindividualpolicies(or, alternatively,a cohortof identicalpolicies),Figure1 is @
thecompanybalancesheetbut rathera snap-shot
of theassetandliability situationat a certain
point in time and in relationto somespecifiedpolicy (cohortof policies).Finally, we note
that ‘equity’ is not missingfrom the liability sideof Figure1. Sincein manycasestheowner
andthe policyholders
of theinsurancecompanyarethesame,it is notessential
to distinguish
betweenbonusreserves,i.e. the amountallocatedfor future distribution,andequity. Hence,
we havenot included‘equity’ asa separate
entry on the liability sideof thebalancesheet.

2.1.1 The AssetSideof the BalanceSheet
The insurance
companyis assumed
to keepthe assetbaseinvestedin a well-diversifiedand
well-specifiedreference portfolio

at all times. Recallthat we useA(t) to denotethe time

t marketvalue of this investment.No assumptions
aremaderegardingthe composition
of
this portfolio with respectto equities,bonds,real estate,or regardingthe dynamicsof its
individualelements.Wesimplywork on an aggregate
level andassume
that the total market
valueevolvesaccordingto a geometricBrownianmotion9
dA(t) = pA(t) dt + aA

&V(t),

A(0) = A,,.

(2)

‘The assumption that assets evolve according to the GBM is not motivated by a wish to obtain Closed/arm
or analytic solutions to the problems studied. Indeed, doe to the complexity of the contract pay-offs, we obtain
no such solutions and we resort instead to extensive use of numerical methods. The numerical analysis could
just as easily be carried out using another model for the evolution in asset values. Actoariea, for example, may
prefer to apply the Wilkie model to describe the evolution of asset values (see e.g. Boyle and Hardy (1997)).
Another interesting possibility is to let assets evolve according to a jump-diffusion model.
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Here p, 0, and A0 are constants and IV(.) is a standard Brownian motion defined on the
filtered probability space (n, F, (3;), P) on the finite interval [0, T].”
For the remaining part of the paper we shall work under the familiar equivalent risk neutral
probability measure, Q, (see e.g. Harrison and Kreps (1979)) under which discounted prices
are Q-martingales and where we have
dA(t) = rA(t) dt + aA

dWQ(t),

A(o) = A,,

(3)

and where Wu(.) is a standard Brownian motion under Q. The stochastic differential equation
in (3) has a well-known solution given by
A(t)

= An. e(r-$‘2)~+~~Q(~)

(4)

In particular, we will need to work with annual (log) returns which are easily established as
conditionally normal:

2.1.2 The Liability Side of the Balance Sheet
We now direct our attentiontowards describing the dynamics of the liability side of the balance
sheet. Referring to Figure 1, we have previously introduced the two entries P(t) and B(t)
as the policy reserve and the bonus reserve, or alternatively, as the policyholder’s account
balance and the buffer. Regardless of terminology, it is important not to confuse P(t) with
the concurrent fair value of the policy.
The distribution of funds to the two liability entries over time is determined by the bonus
policy, i.e. by the sequencerp(t) for t E r E { 1,2,.

, T}. In particular, note that from the

‘@The assumption that p is constant is made for simplicity and is a bit stronger than necessary. As pointed
oat by Black and Scholes (1973), standard arbitrage valuation carries through witbwt changes if we allow p to
depend on time and/or the current state.
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earlier definition of the policy interest rate we must have
P(t) = (1 + T-p(t)) . P@ - l),

t E T,

(6)

from which we deduce
P(t) = P&l

+ q-(i)),

t E I-.

(7)

i=l

Theseareobviouslytwo ratheremptyexpressions
until weknow moreaboutthe determinants
of the processfollowedby TP(.), i.e. the interestrate creditingmechanism.
Not until more
hasbeensaidaboutthis issuecanwe startto studythe dynamicsof the liability sideof the
balancesheet(in particularthe policyholder’saccount)andthevaluationof thepolicyholder’s
contract.
The questionof how rP(.) is determined
in practiceis highly subtleinvolving intangible
political,legal,andstrategicconsiderations
within the insurance
company.Thereis therefore
little hopethat we caneverconstructsimplemodelswhichcanpreciselycaptureall elements
of thisprocess.In particular,the theoreticalpossibilityfor the management
of the insurance
companyto changethesurplusdistributionpolicy overtime-perhapswithinspecificlimitsset
by law - will beproblematicfor thetaskof valuingthepolicyholder’sclaim.Put differently,
this means
that wheneverwe apply andanalyzea certaininterestratecreditingmechanism
in
our models,we shouldkeepin mindthat we arenot necessarily
dealingwith strictly (legally)
bindingagreements
betweenthe parties.
Havingrealizedtheseproblems- of which we areunawareof parallelsin the standard
financial(exotic) optionsliterature- we will proceedwith an attemptto specifyan interest
ratecreditingmechanism
whichis asaccurateandrealistican approximation
to the truebonus
policy aspossible.Weshallspecifytheinterestratecreditingmechanism
in theform of some
mathematically
well-definedfunctionin orderto be ableto apply the powerfulapparatus
of
financialmathematics
and,in particular,arbitragepricing.
Whileproblems
do existasoutlinedabove,therearefortunatelyalsosomewell-established
principlesthat canbe usedasinspiration.Firstly, it is clearthat realizedreturnson the assets
in a given year mustinfluencethe policy interestrate in the ensuingyear(s). Secondly,
-232-

since one of the main arguments in the marketing of these life insurance policies is that they
provide a low-risk, stable, and yet competitive return compared with other marketed assets,
our modelling of the interest rate crediting mechanism should also accomplish this. The
surplus distribution rule should in other words resemble what is known in the industry as the
average interest principle. ” Thirdly, in order to provide these stable returns to policyholders12
and to partially protect themselves against insolvency, the life insurance companies aim at
building and maintaining a certain level of reserves (the buffer). This could and should also
be accounted for in constructing the distribution rule.
In sum, an attempt to model actual interest rate crediting behavior of life insurance companies should involve the specification of a functional relationship from the asset base, A(.), and
the bonus reserve, B(.), to the policy interest rate, rp(t). In this way, the annual interest bonus
can be based on the actual investment perfotmance as well as on the current financial position
(the degree of solvency) of the life insurance company. Furthermore, the functional relationship should be constructed in such a way that policy interest rates are in effect low-volatility,
smoothed market returns.
We thus propose to proceed in the following way. It is fist assumed that the insurance
company’s managementhas specified a constant target for the ratio of bonus reserves to policy
reserves, i.e. the ratio #.

We call this the target

h&r

ratio

and denote it by y. A realistic

value would be in the order of l&15%. Suppose further that it is the insurance company’s
objective to distribute to policyholders’ accounts a positive fraction, Q, of any excessive bonus
reserve in each period. The company must, however, always credit at least the guaranteed
rate, TG, which it will do if the bonus reserve is insufficient or even negative. Clearly for
appropriate values of cr this mechanism will ensure a stable smoothing of the surplus. The
“The average interest principle is discussed in e.g. Nielsen and Thaning (1996). These authors write
I‘
the average interest principle used by most of the pension business, partly to assure the
customer a pcsitive yield each year and partly to minimize the companies’ risk due to the interest
guarantee given means that the yield given to the insured is very different from the companies’
yield on investments each year. The difference is regulated by the swAed
dividend equalisation
provisions.”
‘*insurance companies sometimes label their bonus reserves bonus smoothing reserves’ indicating
in sustaining the average interest principle.
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their role

coefficient N is referredto as the distribution

ratio. I3 A realisticvalueof a is in the areaof

20-30%. Beforewe proceed,let us briefly recapitulate
the mostfrequentlyappliednotation:

PO policy accountbalanceat time0
T
dt)
TG
T/r(t)
Ai
w
w
Y
(Y
u

maturitydateof the contract
policy interestratein yeart
guaranteed
interestrate
bonusinterestrate in yeart
risklessinterestrate
marketvalueof insurance
company’sassets
at timet
policy reserveat time t
bonusreserveat timet
targetbuffer ratio
distributionratio
assetvolatility
(8)

Thediscussion
abovecannowbeformalizedby settingupthe followinganalyticalscheme
for the interestratecreditedto policyholders’accountsin yeart,
--

7

.

(9)

)>

This impliesa bonusinterestrateasstatedbelow,

(10)
Notefist that asin reallife contracts,theinterestratecreditedbetweentimet - 1 andtimet
is determined
at time t - 1, i.e. thereis a degreeof predictabilityin theinterestratecrediting
mechanism.‘4
observealsothat whenT G < a (M-7)
P(t) = P(t - 1) 1 +o(H

(reservesare‘high’)wecanwrite
-7))

= P(t - 1) + a(B(t - 1) - TP(t - 1))
= P(t - 1) + a(B(t - 1) - B*(t - 1)),
“Briys and de Varenne (1997) work with a similar parameter called the participation
coeficienf.
141n Denmark, for example, all major insurance companies announce their policy interest rate for the coming
year in mid-december the year before.
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where B*(t - 1) z yP(t ~ 1) denotes the optimal reserve at time t - 1. Hence, when reserves
are satisfactorily large, a fixed fraction of the excessive reserve is distributed to policyholders.r5
Returning to the general evolution of the policyholder’s account, we have the relation

P(t) = P(t- 1)(l+max{T,,@+)})
zz P(t-1)

l+rc+max

1

0,cy

4
(

- 1) - W - 1) _ y ~ Tc
P(t ~ 1)
>
}) . (12)

This difference equation clarifies a couple of points. Firstly, it is seen that the interest rate
guarantee implies a floor under the final payout from the contract. The floor is given as
P,,&+,(T) = (1 +r~)“‘.

P(0) and it becomes effective in case bonus is never distributed to the

policy. But note also that as soon as bonus has been distributed once, the floor is lifted since
the guaranteedinterest rate applies to the initial balance, accumulatedinterest, and bonus. We
can therefore conclude that there is a risk free bond element to the contract implied by the
interest rate guarantee. Secondly, expression (12) clarifies that the bonus mechanism is indeed
an option element of the contract.
At this point it would have been convenient if from (12) we could establish the probabilistic
distribution followed by P(T).

However, recursive substitution of the P(.)s quickly gets

complicated and P(T) is obviously highly dependenton the path followed by A(.). The path
dependenceof the policyholder’s account balance eliminates any hope of finding analytical
expressions for the contract values. However, them is a wide range of numerical methods
at our disposal to deal with this kind of problem. We will start looking at these in the next
section. The present section is rounded off with some plots of simulation runs of the model
to give the reader a feel for how things work.
Figure 2 plots the various interest rates over a 20-year period resulting from a typical
simulation run of our model with a target buffer ratio (y) of lo%, an initial buffer of lo%, a
distribution rate (o) of 30%, and an asset volatility ((T) of 15%. The plot clearly illustrates
ISNote that if one prefers to use continuously

compounded

rates throughout,

instead of (9) and P(t) = P(t - 1) c?‘J’(‘) instead of (6) and so on
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one should use

Simulated
rG.4.5%,

0.3-___---.-

Market Return and Policy Interest Rate
r=8%,0=15%,

w30%,~10%,

_..___...-.
- --..--.--..
Ttmch yews

B(O)=lO, P(O)=100

--.----

J

Figure2: Simulated
marketreturnand policyinterest
rate
the smoothing
that takesplacein thepolicy interestrate. Theseratesvary much less than the
marketreturnon assets.Moreover,they areboundedbelowby theguaranteed
rateof interest
of 4.5% which comesinto effect in certainyears.Put differently,in someyearsthereis no
bonuswhereas
in otheryearsthe policy interestrateis quitegenerous
compared
with the risk
freerate whichis setat 8% in this example.
Figure3 showstheevolutionof variousaccountsresultingfromthe realisation
of returns
shownin Figure 2. The curve describingthe marketvalueof the assetbaseagainclearly
represents
the morevolatile evolution.Contraryto assetvalues,the policy reserveis strictly
increasing
dueto the interestrateguarantee.It appearssignificantlylessrisky thanthe corresponding
assetbase,yet with a quitecomparable
returnover the entirecontractperiod.We
havealsoplottedtwo exponentialcurvescorresponding
to the annualinterestrateguarantee
of 4.5%. The first of thesedepictsthe guaranteed
futureaccountbalanceasseenfromtime0
whereas
the othercurveillustratesthe guaranbxd future accountbalanceasseenfrom t = 15
wherepreviouslydistributedbonushascontributedto currentaccountbalance.Hencethefloor
providedby the interestrate guarantee
at thispoint in timeis ‘lifted’. Finally,the dynamics
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Simulated Evolution in Accounts
&4.5%,r-8%,a=15%,a=30%,~10%,8(0)=10,P(0)=100

Figure 3: Simulated Evolution in accounts
of the bonusreserveandthetaqet buffer areshownasthe two lowercurvesin the graph.In
the present example,I?(.) startsout at 10andcontinues
to fluctuatearoundthe targetbuffer,
7PC.).

Havingdemonstrated
someessential
characteristics
of the contractsconsidered
we now
turn to theirvaluation.
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3 Contract ‘Qpes and Valuation
It is now time to turn to the valuation of specific contracts. In the present section we discuss
two variations - the European and the American versions - of the contracts described in the
previous section. The various numerical valuation techniques employedin the pricing of these
contracts will be discussed as we proceed.

3.1 Contract Types
3.1.1 The Participating European Contract
The participating European type of contract is defined as the contract that pays simply P(T) at
the maturity date, T. Using the risk-neutral valuation technique (Harrison and Kreps (1979)),
the value of this contract at time s, s E [0, T], can be represented as
VE(s) = l@ { e-‘fT-“)P(T)I&}

.

(13)

As is usual, the expectation in (13) is conditioned on the information set, 3,, but we can
substitute this with the triplet (A(t - l), P(t - l), A(s)), where t - 1 5 s < t and t E
‘I = {1, ‘2,.

, T}. In fact, since the pair (A(t - l), P(t - 1)) uniquely determines P(t),

the expectation in (13) can be conditioned merely on (A(s),P(t)).“j

This is an important

observation and the intuition behind it is the following. On one hand, in order to value the
contract at an intermediatedate, s, it is -not sufficient to know the current value of the reference
portfolio (the asset base), i.e. A(s), due to the earlier mentioned path dependence. On the
other hand, it is not necessary also to know the &

path followed by A(.) up to time s.

However, we do need some knowledge about this path and the information summarized by
(A(t - l), P(t - l)), or just P(t), will be adequate. In other words, P(t) contains sufficient
information about the status of the reference portfolio at the end of previous years since this
in turn has determined the policy interest rates and thus the present account balance.
From a computational point of view, the observation above implies that we have in fact a
relatively tractable two-state-variable problem on our hands. This means that finite-difference
‘“Recall

that P(t) is Fs-measurable

by construction.
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and lattice schemes can be relatively easily implemented for numerical valuation of the contracts. We postpone the discussion of these issues a little further and note first that for the
European type of contracts, numerical evaluation via Monte Carlo simulation is also a possibility. In particular, the initial value of the participating European contracts is given as
V, = E” {e-rTP(T)~A(0),P(O)}
which will be the point of departure in our Monte Carlo evaluation of the participating European contracts.

3.1.2 The Participating American ‘ljpe Contract
The participating American type of contract differs from the participating European contract
only in that it can be terminated (exercised) at the policyholder’s discretion at any time during
the time interval (0, T]. Should the policyholder thus decide to exercise prematurely at time
s, he will receive P(s) E P(t - 1) where t - 1 5 s < t and t E T.” Hence, in addition to
the the bonus option and the bond element implied by the interest rate guarantee, the policyholder has an American style option to sell back the policy to the issuing company anytime he
likes. This feature is known in the insurance business as a surrender option. The participating
American contract thus contains a double option element in addition to the risk free bond
element implied by the interest rate guarantee. The total value of the contracts considered can
therefore be decomposed as shown in Figure 4:

“A possible and reasonable modification of this definition of P(s) would bc to define P(s) E P(t ~ 1)
(1 + rp(t))“-‘ft
in order to allow for inter-period accumulation of interest to the account. However, in our
numerical experiments we have only considered early exercise at dates in the set T in which case the extension
is irrelevant.
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Figure
4
I

Participating American Contract Value

Risk Free Bond

Bonus Option

Surrender Option

I
Participating European Contract Value

The valuation of the risk free part of the contracts is straightforward.

At time zero, the

value is given by erT. Pa . (1 + ro)r.
The entire participating American contract can be fairly valued according to the theory for
the pricing of American style derivatives (see e.g. Karatzas (1988)). Denoting the fair value
at time s by VA(s), s E [0, 7’1,we havethe followingabstractrepresentation
of thisvalue
VA(s) = Tsuu,, EQ { ed-“)P(7)13,}
s.

,

(15)

whereI,;,, denotesthe classof .&-stoppingtimestakingvaluesin [s,T].‘”
Unfortunately,theintroductionof a randomexpirationdatecomplicates
practical valuation
considerably.Withoutanyknowledgeof the distributionof P(.), furthermanipulation
of the
probabilisticrepresentation
(15) is impossible
andMonteCarloevaluation- beinga forward
method- is now alsoproblematic.However,asdemonstrated
in recentworks(for example
Tilley (1993) andBroadieand Glasserman
(1997)) MonteCarloevaluationis feasiblefor
someAmericanstylederivatives(low dimension
andfew exercisedates)but will typically be
computationally
demanding
and we will not follow that avenue.Insteadwe will handlethe
‘“Surrender

charges are common in real life contracts.
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We have not taken this into account.

path-dependenceby using the two-state-variableobservationmade earlier and the associated
numerical techniquesas discussednext.

3.2 Computational Aspects
32.1

Monte Carlo Simulation

As mentioned in the previous section, the participating contracts of European type can be
valued by standardMonte Carlo techniques. The way to proceed is to simulate a sequence
of assetreturnsunder the risk-neutral measure,Q, (see equation (5)) in order to get a large
number (m) of paths for P(.) leading to final valuesof the policy reserve,P”(T), for each
path indexed by i.
The actual stepsinvolved in simulating a single path are the following:
1st step:

Determine rp(l) = max{rc, o (g
Simulate

-1))

41)

Calculate P(1) = (1+ ~P(l))P(O)
B(1) = A(1) - P(1)
Determine rp(2) = max{rG, o($$

j’th step; Simulate
Calculate

- r)}

A(j)
P(j)

=

(1 + TP(j))P(j

B(j)

= 4)

-

1)

- P(j)

Determine rp(j + 1) = max(r0, o (3

-7))

T’th step: (Simulate A(T))
Calculate P(T) = (1+ rp(T))P(T - 1)
(B(T) = A(T) - P(T))
These stepsare repeatedm times and the Monte Carlo estimateof the initial contract value,
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vE(0), is found by averagingthe P’(T)‘s and discountingback to time zero, i.e.
(16)
The standard error of the Monte Carlo estimate is obtained as an easy by-product of the
simulation run and is given by

with obvious notation.
There are a number of methodsfor enhancing the precisionof the Monte Carlo estimates
and in our implementation we have employed one of the simplest - the antithetic variable
technique,which is describedin e.g. Hull (1997). The readeris also referredto the pioneering
article by Boyle (1977) the recent surveyby Boyle, Broadie,and Glasserman(1997), and the
excellent book by Gentle (1998) for further details and more advancedtechniques.
The simulation framework is also well-suited for the analysisof issuessuch as optimal
reserving, the distribution of the future solvencydegree, and default probabilities at the individual contract level. We take a brief look at some of theseissuesin section4 where our
numerical work is presentedand discussed.
We finally report sometechnical details in relation to the simulation experiments.Firstly,
in generatingthe necessarysequenceof random numberswe employedthe multiplicativecongnrential generatorsupplied with Borland’s Delphi Pascal4.0 (for details on random number
generators,see e.g. Presset al. (1989) and Gentle (1998)). This particular random number
generatorhas a period which exceeds2s1. The sequencewas initialized and shuffled (to eliminate sequentialcorrelation) according to the Bays and Durham algorithm describedin Press
et al. (1989) p, 215-216. The uniform variateswere transformedto independentnormal variates using the Box-Muller transformation (seee.g. Quandt (1983)). All Monte Carlo results
reported are basedon the same 1,000,000 simulation runs, i.e. on the samesequenceof generated random variates. This permits a more direct comparisonbetween the variouscontracts
without having to allow for random differences in simulated conditions. The values of the
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Europeanparticipating contractsreported in Tables2, 3, and 4 below have been obtained in
this way.

3.2.2 The Recursive Binomial Method
In order to be able to price the American participating contractswe have also implemented
a binomial tree model a la Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979). The European contracts can
also be priced by using this methodology and excluding early exerciseso this technique also
convenientlyprovidesus with a rough checkon the vahresobtained via Monte Carlo simulation,
cf. earlier.
Becauseof the dependenceof the contract valueson both A(.) and P(.) we are forced to
implement a recursiveschemethat keepstrack of thesevariatesat all knots in the tree starting
from time zero. More specifically,we have used T time steps - typically 20. This allows
for T + 1 final valuesof A(T), 2T different paths, and similarly (up to) 2T different terminal
valuesof P(T).
The pricesof the Americanparticipating policiesreported in Tables2 and 3 have all been
obtained using this methodology.

4 Numerical Results
In this sectionwe presentresultsfrom the numericalanalysisof the model. We first report and
discussthe valuation resultsin relation to the participating Europeanas well as the American
contracts. We then perform a numericalstudy of default probabilitieson an individual contract
level which is in line with traditional reservinganalyses.
The resultsof the pricing analysisare contained in Tables2-4 where we study contracts
for which Pa = 100, Ba = 0, T = 20 yearsand rg = 4.5%. In Table 2, the volatility of the
referenceportfolio is set to 15%t9 whereasu = 30% in Table 3. The risklessinterest rate is
chosenfrom the set {8.0%, 6.0%,4.0%). The distribution rate, o, and the target buffer ratio,
19Pennacchi and Lewis (1994) estimate the average volatility
discussion in Kaka and Jain (1997).
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of pension assets to about 15%. See also the

y, are varied within each panel in the tables.
There are two valuesin eachentry of Tables2 and 3. The fist is the value of the European
contract obtained by Monte Carlo simulation as explainedearlier. The value of the otherwise
equivalent American-type policy is given in parenthesesbelow the European price. These
prices are obtained via the recursivebinomial method discussedearlietZO
In the interpretation of the tables, recall that (Y= 0 correspondsto the extreme situation
where surplus is never distributed and the value of -yis redundant. The policyholder receives
TGper year for the entire period of the contract which has thus effectively degeneratedinto a
20 year zero-couponbond. The presentvalue of this bond is given as e@’ . PO. (1 + T(G)"'in
the top row of eachof the three panelsin Tables2 and 3. This value is ‘clean’ in the sensethat
it does not contain any contribution from bonus or surrenderoptions, and it will obviously be
below par when the market interestrate is high relativeto the guaranteedinterestrate and vice
versa. Note that (Y= 0 and Europeancontract valuesbelow par imply that American contract
values are preciselyat par indicating that these contractsshould be terminatedimmediately.
The above-mentionedbond element is presentin all pricesbut when CY> 0 there will also
be a contribution to the contract value from the bonus option. A large o obviously implies a
more favorable bonus option, ceterisparibus, so contract values ate rising in (Y. Conversely,
an increasein the target buffer ratio, 7, means lessfavorable terms for the option elements,
so contract valuesdecreaseas y increases.Hence, bonus policieswith relatively low QSand
high ys can be classified as conservative whereascontractswith the oppositecharacteristics
can be labelled aggressive. In this connection it shouldbe recalledthat y = 0.00 corresponds
to the situation where the life insurancecompany doesnot aim at building reserves.
Another conclusionis immediate from Tables2 and 3. It can be seenthat constructingpar
contracts(&, = 100) is a matter of extreme sensitivityto the distribution policy parametersy
and CL This aspectis further illustrated in Table 4, where the contract valuesfrom-Tables 2
and 3 have been decomposedinto their basic components,i.e. the risk free bond element, the
*“In a few cases where early
American contracts which were
is due to discretization err01 in
values obtained by Monte Carlo

exercise is never optimal (Atom panel of Table 2) we obtained values of the
slightly lower (less than 1%) than those of their European counterparts.
This
the binomial approach so in these cases we have relied upon sod reported the
simulation also for the American contracts.
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bonus option and the surrenderoption.
In the tables we see that the American contracts are always more valuable than their
Europeancounterparts,the differencebeing the value of the surrenderoption. Also asexpected,
contractvaluesincreaseasthe bonus policy movesfrom conservativetowards more aggressive.
However, note that the value of the surrenderoption decreaseswith a more aggressivebonus
policy. This is quite intuitive since a more aggressivebonus policy is purely to the advantage
of the policyholder.Consequently,his incentive to exerciseprematurely may be partly or fully
removedin this way.
When the risk free interestrate drops towards and perhapsbelow the guaranteedinterest
rate, the contract valueincreasesalthough the value of the option elementsdecreases.This is
explainedby the fact that the interest rate guaranteeitself movesfrom being in a senseour of
rhe money to being at or in the money. Being in effect a risklessbond, this contract element
of courserises in value when the market interest rate drops. Note at the same time that the
value of the surrenderoption decreasesas staying in the company becomesmore attractive
the closer the risklessrate is to the guaranteedinterest rate. In other words, the incentive to
exerciseprematurelywill gradually disappearas the market interest rate drops.
The effect of the level of volatility of the underlying portfoho can be seenfrom comparing
Tables2 and 3. As is usual,option elementsbecomemore valuablewith increasinguncertainty.
We do not report valuationresultsfor non-zeroinitial valuesof the buffer. It is quite clear,
however, that if for exampleBt, > 0, the contract valuesshown in the tables would increase
sincesurplusobtainedover the contracts’life would not have to be partly used to build up and
maintain the target buffer. Finally, in each panel we indicate the average relative standard
error of the 24 pricesobtained by Monte Carlo simulation. The individual standard errors
(not reported) are calculatedas the standard error of the Monte Carlo estimate divided by the
price estimateitself.
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Table 2
Value.~of Europeanand American participating contracts
for different levelsof interestrates and bonus policy parameters,y and CL
Other parameters:
p0 = 100, B,, = 0, T = 20 years,u = 15%, and T[; = 4.5%.
T = 8%
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'Fable 3

Valuesof European and American participating contracts
for different levelsof interest rates and bonus policy parameters,y and o.
Other parameters:
8, = 100, Bt, = 0, T = 20 years,(r = 30%, and T(: = 4.5%.
T

= 8%
Y

7

0.

0.00 (po8d6090)(l%%)
(l%E)
(l%%)
(l%%)
104.07 101.63
99.35
97.24
95.26
0.25 (126.76) (124.32) (122.00) (119.99) (WiL;;)
127.26 123.42
119.89 116.62
@ 0.56 (152.62) (148.48) (144.61) (141.02) (137.72)
0.75 (::;:;i)
($Z)
$2;)
(Ei$
(::E:)
150.56 145.40
140.67 136.34 132.34
1.00 (180.46) (174.43) (168.84) (163.63) (158.82)
Averagerelative standarderror: 0.06089
T = 6%

T

= 4%

Averagerelative standarderror: 0.00066
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0.
(l%!E)
93.41
(;;Mi;)
(134.91)
(:2:~0’)
128.66
(154.35)

Table 4

Decomposition of ParticipatingEuropean and American Contract Values
Pa = 100, Ba = 0, T = 20 years,c = 15%, and rG = 4.5%.

a Conservativescenariowith (Y= 0.00.
’ Neutral scenariowith Q = 0.25 and y = 0.15.
’ Aggressivescenariowith (Y= 1.00 and y = 0.00.

In order to provide a different perspective on the implications of the model, we have extended the simulation analysisto cover an issueof relevanceto the reservingprocess.Specifically, we have estimatedby simulation the probability of default on the individual contract
for various bonus policy parameters.The probabilities reported are risk neutral, i.e. they are
Q-probabilities. Thesediffer from the true probabilities(P-probabilities)to the extent that the
expectedreturn on assetsdiffer from the risk free rate of interest. We note that to obtain default
probabilities under the P-measurewould be computationallyequivalent but would require a
subjectivechoice of the value of the parameter p in equation(2).
We consider European contracts only and Table 5 below contains the estimateddefault
probabilities where default is defined as the event that B(T) < 0. The top panel represents
the base case where we have taken T(; = 4.5%,~ = S%,Bt, = 0, and 17= 15%. Different
bonus policies are studiedby varying (Yand y as in our earlierpricing analysis.Theseparame-248-

ters are seento representa rather risky regime for the insurancecompany: default probabilities
vary between 0.23 and 0.68. The following three panels each depicts a situation where we
have changedone, and only one, parameterfrom the basecasein a favorable direction as seen
from the sideof the company. First, the volatility of assetswas lowered to 10%. Second,the
guaranteedinterestrate was lowered to 2.5%, and third, the initial reserve,Bo, was set to 20.
In the fifth panel all three changeswere applied simultaneously.

‘able 5

Default probabilities for ParticipatingEuropeanContracts
PO= 100, T = 20 years, and T = 8%.

0.00
0.25
(r = 15%
TG= 4.5% CY 0.50
0.75
B,, = 0
1.00

0.00
0.23
0.37
0.52
0.62
0.68

0.05
0.23
0.34
0.47
0.56
0.62

0.10 ?0.15
0.23 0.23
0.32 0.31
0.43 0.40
0.51 0.46
0.57 0.51

0.20
0.23
0.29
0.37
0.43
0.47

0.25
0.23
0.28
0.35
0.39
0.43

The changein volatility from 15% to 10% in the secondpanel is seento be quite effectful. For
what we considerto be realisticvaluesof the bonus policy parameters,the default probability
is more than cut in half. As seenfrom the third panel, the effect on default probabilities of
a lowering of the guaranteed interest rate can also be dramatic, whereas for this particular
choice of parametersthe impact of an initial buffer of substantialsize is not that significant
(fourth panel). Of course, when the effects are combined as in the fifth panel, the default
probabilities can be made quite small. This is particularlyoutspokenwhen bonus policies are
in the conservativeto moderate area.
An alternative view on default probabilities is given in Figures 5 and 6 where we have
drawn iso-default probability

curves, i.e. curves depicting combinationsof o and -y which

result in the samedefault probabilities for an otherwise given set of parameters.Figure 5 uses
parametersas in the basecasein Table 5 and thus representsa problematicsituationwhere the
company must set a very conservativebonus policy to ensuredefault probabilitiesbelow 25%.
Figure 6, on the other hand, representsa relatively safe scenariocorrespondingto the fifth
panel in Table 5 where the company would have to specifya very aggressivebonus policy in
order to experiencedefault probabilities in excessof 25%.
Isodefault

Prob&illty

Curves

ffi45%, r=o%.a=l6%, a(O@

25%
oI6

0,

015
02
Taqel bdkr ratio, 7

025

03

j
035

Figure 5: Iso-defauhprobabilitycurves
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Isodefaull Probability Curves
rG=L5X,r=a%,o=lo%,B(opo

Figure 6: I-default probabilitycurves

5 Conclusion
As the general level of interestrates has dropped in the l!?!Ns, life insurancecompanieshave
experienceda dramaticnarrowing in the safety margin between their earningpower on the asset
sideand the level of promisedreturns on the liability side. As a consequence,the interest rate
guaranteesissuedwith traditional participating life insurancepolicieshavebecomeparticularly
valuable to policyholdersand threatenedthe solvencyof the issuing companies.The situation
has in many casesbeen worsenedby establishedbonus practicesand by the fact that some
contractshave been issuedwith an option to surrenderthe policy before maturity.
Life insurancecompanieshave traditionally not given much attention to the proper valuation of the variousoption elementswith which their policies have been issued,and this has
undoubtedly contributed to the problems now experiencedin the life insurancebusiness. In
the presentpaper we have presenteda dynamic model for use in valuing the common family
of life insuranceproductsknown as participatingcontracts. The model wasbasedon the welldevelopedtheory of contingentclaims valuation. We have shown that the typical contract can
be decomposedinto three basic elements: a risk free bond, an option to receivebonus, and a
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surrenderoption.
The propertiesof the model were explorednumerically.The analysisshowedthat contract
values are highly dependent on the assumedbonus policy and on the spreadbetween the
market interest rate and the guaranteedrate of interest built into the contract. In another
application of the model, we estimated by simulation the relation between bonus policies
and the probability of default at the individual contract level. This analysisshowed default
probabilities of substantialsizefor realisticparameterchoicesindicating that the management
of the life insurancecompany should take solvencyproblems very seriously.In this respect,
initiatives on both the asset and the liability sides could be considered. An obvious first
choicecould be to reduce assetvolatility by changingthe assetcompositiontowards lessrisky
assets. But andher potential problem enters here. The return offered by less risky assets
(bonds) might be so low that such a move would only make it certain that interestguarantees
could not be honored in the future. A classicalassetsubstitutionproblem where the company
managementis forced into taking risksmight thus exist. Alternatively,to reducethe probability
of default, the company could considermore conservativebonuspoliciesto the extentthat this
is permitted by law and the contractual terms. In fact, the possibility for the managementto
changethe bonus policy parametersin a senseconstitutesa counter

option which we have not

explicitly taken into account in this paper. This is an interesting subject for future research
as would be the analysisof how the assetmix could possibly be optimally describedas a
function of the liability situation of the life insurancecompany.
Some other natural paths for further researchemerge. In the presentarticle, a model was
constructedin order to describeactual insurancecompanybehavior with particular respectto
applied accounting principles and bonus policies. Future researchshould try to establishthe
ideal way in the sensethat systematicmarket value accountingshould constitutethe basisof
the balancesheet as well as the bonus policy. Furthermore,realismcould obviouslybe added
to the model by consideringperiodic premiums and taking into account mortality, lapsesand
various expensecharges. Lastly, an interesting issuewould be to incorporatethe possibility
of default of the life insurancecompany and to analyzehow this would affect contractvalues
and possiblyalso the optimal surrenderstrategy.
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